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THE WHITE HOUSE

-

WASHINGTON

July 8, 1976

Dear Mr. President:
I write to you today with deep sadness and regret, for although
you and I have had few opportunities over the past two years to share
each other's company and advice, my affection and admiration for
you, both as a man and as President of the United States, has grown
immeasurably.
My sole purpose and commitment has been to you and to the
Office of the President. The simple, unspoken pledge which I made
to myself upon accepting your appointment was that I would remain
in your service only as long as I was able, and permitted, to perform
the duties of my office and capable of benefiting you with the skills of
my profession. Having observed the erratic. moods of politics and
the power of political ambition as a Washington newsman for over
ten years, I knew in my heart that this inner pledge would eventually
be challenged. I had hoped that it would not come so soon.
Mr. President, I respectfully ask that you accept my resignation
as your Television Advisor, effective no later than August 31, 1976 ..
It is particularly important to me, personally, that you understand
that this decision has been made reluctantly, and only after repeated
indications that my effectiveness and expertise are no longer viable.
It is a great personal disappointment that my advisory efforts, in your
behalf, have proven so fruitless in this critical, campaign year.
Perhaps this letter exceeds the general, accepted length; however,
since it may be my only opportunity to confide in you, I hope that you
will forgive my indulgence.
My hope is that the American people will choose to move forward
under your capable leadership. To that end I shall continue in private
life, as I do now, to pull for you. I will always cherish the memories
which I take with me.

Sincerely,

k~

Television Advisor to the President

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

July 8, 1976

MEMORANDUM FOR:

BOB MEAD

FROM:

RON NESSEN

SUBJECT:

TV COVEHAGE AT DINNER FOR THE QUEEN

I am extremely disturbed by suggestions that shortcomings in the White
House Press Office -- specifically, in your television operation -- were
responsible for the stunningly bad press reports on PBS's coverage of
the President's dinner for the Queen.
This was the subject of considerable discussion at today' s Jerry Jones
Scheduling meeting. Your continued refusal to attend these meetings on
a regular basis, and your refusal to attend the Press Office morning staff
meeting at all, made it impossible to offer any intelligent explanation of
what went wrong with the television coverage.
Specifically, questions have been raised about: Why the opening shot of the
President and the Queen was obscured by a tree limb; why Kennerly,
Thomas and others were allowed to get in front of the cameras continuot;tsly;
why the White House failed to provide PBS with a spoter so that guests could
be correctly identified; why Robert McNeil was allowed to say on the air,
"The White House can't tell us" whether the receiving line v.ould be inside
or outside; why no written description of Mrs. Ford's dress was provided
so that it could be used on the air; and why Julia Child was treated in such
a way that her commentary en the air was nothing but complaints.
We did PBS an enormous favor by allowing extensive coverage of White
House events involving the Queen. There is no excuse, in my view. for
not providing PBS with whatever vras needed in the way of help, advice,
and instruction so that the coverage and the President himself would not be
seriously criticized. I simply cannot understand why we went to the effort
to arrange this live coverage and then have it turn out in such as way that the
President could be described as "lumbering through a clumsy toast" and
other similar observations.
I want, by the close of business today, an explanation of why your office
and the Press Office in general, screwed up and specific
on preventing this from ever happening again.

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

July 8, 1976

MEMORANDUM FOR RON NESSE~c~
FROM:

LARRY SPEAK~

SUBJECT:

STATE DINNER COVERAGE

There was considerable discussion in the Jerry Jones meeting today
concerning the poor coverage of the State Dinner last night. There
was some implied criticism that our office should have made better
arrangements with PBS narrators to avoid the slip-ups that took
place.
The group singled out the following:
I.

The opening shot was obscured by a tree limb and the
narrator said "what a magnificent picture 11 although you
couldn't see a thing. We should have worked a proper
camera angle. Kennerly and Thomas were continually
getting in front of the camera and the narrators commented
on that.

2.

Failure to inform the narrators who's who in the receiving
line--i.e., missing Connally completely; Arthur Burns
became "the Secretary of the Treasury"; Rogers Morton
became "Thruston Morton''; ''I think that's Elliot Richardson";
and Dorothy Hammill became "one of a 'cute' young couple. "
We should have had someone whispering in the narrator's
ear.

3.

Failure to inform McNeil what the score was during the
rain delay at the beginning of the receiving line. "We don't
know--and the White House can't tell us--whether the receiving line will be inside or outside. 11 It appeared the
White House didn't know what was going on.

4.

They couldn't describe Mrs. Ford's dress.
had a fact sheet on that.

We should have
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5.

-

Julia Childs complained that the White House would not
let her taste the wine.

All this, of course, was not our fault. The bad camera angles; the
on-mike sound of the producer speaking into the narrators' ear
pieces; the bumbling of "what will we switch to next"--all this, of
course, is poor planning from PBS.
And--the selection of Bob Hope, who isn't funny anymore and told some
bad taste jokes (i.e. Beirut} and the use of the Captain and Tennille,
who aren't exactly household words to the average voters--was the fault
of the Social Office.
In summation, we should have made sure the coverage would be good
before we agreed to allow the first live telecast of a State Dinner.
However, once we were committed to the coverage, we should have
done our best to see that it came of£ in the best fashion. We missed
an opportunity.
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It Wasn;t .Much for White House
TV
.
'

'

By Frank Getlein
Washlngton Star StartWrltcr

)

)

The old Nixonians
always said that Public
Television was out to get
them, and sure enough
last night PBS socked it to
the Nixonian successor
crowd, the Fords.
The PBS accomplished
it by the simple expedient
of broadcasting an
evening at home with
Jerry and Betty and Philip
and Elizabeth II. Good
Lord, how bored it all was..~
THE OCCASION may
have been Dullsville itself,
to be sure. That was evident in the all too frequent
flashes from the front the
Rocky got into the toast act
show · provided. But the
.
·
ing
crown
loyalties.
Mac·
tribal loyalties and with a
way the show worked out
Neil himself is ex-BBC. developed desire to see
made the dull even duller.
Booked for three hours, His chief consultant for something happen.
Nothing much ever did.
he program actually ran facts - bah - Frank Gil}our each one worse than lard, is currently BBC. President Ford eventually
the last. At eight o'clock, Jean Marsh, famed parlor got up and lumberea
we all zeroed in on the maid of "Upstairs Down- fhrougll a clumsy toast to
White House and watched stairs," is Brits, of course, the queen. She replied in
PBS correspondent Robert and Julia Child, one of the kind. · The · most notable ·
MacNeil start worrying great cooks of our time, is feature of that part of the
about whether the im- Bostonian, which amounts evening was the emer·
pending rain would force to the same thing if you gence of Vice President
the ceremony indoors. As come from tbe right part Rockefeller as chief
cheerleader for · one and
things worked out, things of Boston, which she does.
all. not a new role for the
worked out exactly acALL THESE BRITS, New Yorker, but one rarecording to plan, but meanwhile, the MacNeil team real and imagined, sat ly seen so literally per·
had wound themselves, around and more or less formed.
Even as the Queen of
into a nervous tizzy f.rom hugged themselves for
which they never did being under the same roof Spain has no legs, as it
with the Queen, even when used to be said, so the
recover.
Part of the problem was they weren't, quite. This Queen of England, it
that the whole team was was probably good for . would seem, has no jaws.
British tO . one degree . or them but it was rotten for At any rate, the camera
another, and were there- a television audience was abruptly turned off
fore stricken with raven- without those ancient when chow time came And

counter-Revolut ionary
loyalty of one and a ll.
· And at a couple of points
along the line Julia Child
appeared in pre-segments
about the cooking and the
menu and rarely has an
expensive dinner been
made to seem less attractive. Somehow it's different when Julia does .it in
her own kitchen. ·
AFTER A GOOD bit of
this mulling and slogging
about - "Do you think the
. Queen's earrings are dia· ·
monds or rhinestones?"it was time for the entertainment, which turned
out to be Bob Hope doing
. ··his familiar non-jokes
.
about himself and Bing
we were back with Mac- Crosby. Hope was a good
10 minutes mto his act beNeil and his Tories.
fore he struck his first
MACNEIL NERVOUS· funny line,''My folks were
· LY managed to fill air . English; thef were too
time witli 6anal comments I)OOr to be Brit1sh." ·
which often had the extra
dimension of being totally • Hope Introduced the
untrue. Small things like· musical entertainment, a
describing Alice Roosevelt no-talent group called The
Longworth as . Teddy Captain and Tennille, a
Roosevelt's . great niece. kind of cleaned up Sonny
and - amusing enough and Cher, althou$h when
had it been on purpose rou think about 1t, there
Ford campaign organizer 1sn't that much to clean up
Rogers C. B. Morton as in Sonny and Cher, who
Thruston, the other Mor- would have fit in perfectly
ton from Kentucky, who · with the clods performing
hasn't poked his nose into and being performed for
Washington in years.
at the mansion.
Poor Martin Agronsky
was stuck with doing an ·.
interview with .Honorary-'
Brit Averell Harriman•
and others to little avail
except to demonstrate thr

. ..

----- .. ___

_.._

-~ THERE IS

probably
some kind of documentary
value in · all this. There
certainly wasn't any
entertainment value. Th~
lesson seems to be, Don t
try to become the President of the United States,
you couldn'.t stand it•.
On the face of it, the
show was an overwhelm·
ing argument fot the old
Henry Loomis-Clay
Whitehead position that
public television .should. be
kept out of pubhc affa1rs.
But it should be reme.m·
bered they were t~lkmg ..
about crooked pubhc af·
fairs, which are a lot more
interesting.
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Quaint Spectacle of a State Dinner
By T otn Shales •
Because a thing can be done does not
uecessarily mean that it should be. Last
night's coverage of the State Diuner for
Queen Elizabeth li-the first White
House State Dinner to be telecast live
-was not a particular triumph fOil'
public television. At times, during the
first three hours, it came closer to being
a particular fiasco.
Obviously there were hefty logistical
problems. Cameras were not to be
allowed inside the tent erected on the
White House lawn while guests were
actually eating, aud protocol apparently
' kept even handheld cameras firmly
rooted for most of the evening. Visual
treats were thus fleeting and minimal.
At times it was as if the boys from
Monty Python had taken over the
equipment. Queen Elizabeth and
President Ford stepped onto the
South Portico to wave to the crowd
and public TV's camera found both
their faces flawlessly obstructed by
drooping tree limbs, even as guest
British announcer Frank Gillard was
exclaiming, "Ah, this is a picture to
remember!" Earlier, while the glamorpuss guests milled, a lone camera
sat staring stupefied across the street
at Lafayette Park.

"If viewers wondered· what
on earth was gomg on, they
. weren't

alone.

Reporter

Robert- MacNeil, announcer
Frank Gillard and actress
Jean Marsh stood knee-deep
in befuddlement."
If viewers must · have wondered
what on earth was going on, they
weren't alone. Reporter Robert MacNeil, Gillard and actress Jean Marsh
("Upstairs, Downstairs") stood kneedeep in befuddlement about whether
the receiving line would be outside
or inside. "Oh, we're in the wrong
place!" exclaimed Marsh from the
lawn. "Everything that matters is
taking place inside the White House,"
moaned .Gillard. Why on earth ·didn't
they just ask somebody?
· The broadcast began with a symtomatic whimper: Gillard saying "I hope
the cameras get some sort of picture"

and then, suddenly, "We're on thit
air???" Soon he was off the air, re·
placed by a Please Stand 'By slid.e.
If the pictures were feeble, the
words were futile. Seldom in the annals of unctiousness has such ob·
sequious dross been applied to a pub·
lie event. There was barely a skeptical
note sounded all evening. When public TV cook Julia Child 'tried com·
plaining about not getting any "!Vine to
taste, MacNeil abruptly shut her up.
Maybe he was afraid they would a\l
be tossed out If public 'l'V news personnel would develop the guts of commercial network people, instead of
the pretentiousness, they might make
a more valuable contribution.
As it \\-as, there is some question
whether the effort was worth the
$120,000 it reportedly cost Channel 26
(WETA), which originated the broadcast. Producer Martin Clancy said last
week he thinks he can recoup much
of that money through sales of video·
ta;ped highlights domestically- lind
abroad. But when one considers thJ?!
kind of material that now dominates
public TV here, however-material as
'often stuffy aud pedantic as daring
or refreshing-the quaint spectacle·of
the State Dinner show becomes not
·
only annoying but lamentable.
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

RON--

You should most likely write your letter about Queen's dinner coverage to:
Larry Grossman
President
Public Broadcasting System
475 L'Enfant Plaza West, SW
Washington, D.C. 20024
Phone: 488-5190

Others concerned with programming are:
Ms. Chloe Aaron
Senior Vice President for Programming
Public Broadcastying System

488-5000

(She is brand new in the job; may not have even
actually started yet. She's in the position of
taking on her new position.)
Mr. John Montgomery
Vice President for Programming
Public Broadcasting System

488-5030

Ms. Aaron is just now assuming her duties, so she is brand new. John
Montgommery is really the one handling programming at the present.
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PUBLIC BRO.A.DCASTING SER\TICE
WASHINGTON. D

C

?0024

July 19, 1976

Mr. Ron Nessen
Press. Secretary to the President
The White House
Washington, D.C.
20500
Dear Ron:
Thanks for your note of July 8 conveying the
President's congratulations for our broadcast of the
Queen's Dinner. We're very grateful for his interest.
The audience reaction to the program has been
simply overwhelming.
I'm not particularly disturbed
by the uncomplimentary reviews--my assumption is that
we get pretty much what we deserve. What does disturb
me are the reports that Bob Mead got the axe because
he messed up on the program. That, as you know, is
certainly unfair. The program was public television's
responsibility and I feel uneasy about us being dragged
into intrastaff problems, which in any case, are none
of our affair.
I thought it might be useful to clear the air.

cc:

The President
Robert t-1ead
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#531

AT THE WHITE HOUSE
lHTH RON NESSEN
AT 11:39 A.M.

EDT

JULY 12, 1976
MONDAY
MR. NESSEN: You have seen the Airport and Airway
Development Act signing, and I think you have the background
on that, fact sheets and so forth. If not, Hargaret Earl
will help you with it.
In about a half hour or so the President is going
to be meeting with the leaders of six Jewish congregations
which h~ve been in existence since colonial times. This
is a Bicentennial event, and the Rabbis of these six
colonial congregations are going to present a letter to the
President in which, as a Bicentennial commemoration, they
reaffirm the loyalty of the American-Jewish community to the
American dream and the American territory. I Lave a copy
of the letter here. This is sort of recalling that these
same six congregations had written to President Washington
on the occasion of his inauguration expressing their dedication to America and so forth.
Q

Can we get a copy of that?

MR. NESSEN:

I can get you a copy of the letter.

There is one addition to the President's schedule.
Tonight the President is go:i.ng to be going over to the
Convention of the National Exchange Clubs. It is a service
club like the Lions and so forth. They are having their
convention over at the Sher~:ton Park and the President will
speak briefly after dinner, at about 8:30. There will be a
travel pool here. I don't expect to have a copy of the
remarks ahead of time.
Q

Is he going to the dinner, Ron?

MR. NESSEN:
Q

No, he is not going to the dinner.

Did he just make up his mind on this?

MR. NESSEN:

No, this was accepted about ten

days ago.
MORE
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#531-7/12

Why wasn't it on the schedule then?

MR. NESSEN: \ve don't often put the evening sort
of drop-in events on the schedule. We announce themo
Q

This is not a substantive speech, ·then?

MR. NESSEN: I have not seen the text of the
speech, Rudy, and I don't know what the subject is.
Is this to be a rebuttal of the Democratic
keynote address?
Q

MR. NESSEN:

I don't think it is thought of that

way.

Q

Will it be political?

MR. NESSEN: I have not seen the text yet, Phil.
don't know.

I

I am sure you have some idea of what the
theme of this thing will be. You may not have seen the
text, but what is the subject?
Q

MR. NESSEN:

I am sure it won't be a political

speech.

Q

No chance at all of a text, Ron?

MR. NESSEN: I don't anticipate one, Ralph. If
there is one, I will make sure it gets out in advance.
Is the President going to try to have events
each evening this week?
Q

MR. NESSEN: If you are suggesting that he is
organizing his schedule in some way to counter or top or
something the Democratic Convention, he is not.
Q
I am asking you a flat statement.
to try to have events every night this week?

MR. NESSEN:

Q

Is he going

The answer is no.--

He is not going to the All-Star Game?

MR. NESSEN: -- but tomorrow night he is going to
the All-Star Game. (Laughter) But, that is not every
night this week.
The President will attend the All-Star Game in
Philadelphia's Veteran's Stadium tomorrow night, leaving
the South Lawn at about 6:00 p.m. to go to Andrews Air
Force Base and then fly to Philadelphia. Press check-in is
about 5:00. The press departure will be about 5:30 or 5:45.
There will be seats for an expanded pool on the third base
side and the remainder of the press will have seats in
left field.
MORE
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Q

Is the President going to be on the left
field side or the third base side?
MR. NESSEN:

The President will be on the first

base side.

Q
side?

That is what I figured.

{Laughter)

Q
Is that why the pool is on the third base
(Laughter)

Q

Is there a pool near him?

MR. NESSEN:

Yes.

Q

The pool is where?

Q

The third base is not close to the first

base, Ron.
MR. NESSEN: There will be four members of the
pool very close to the President, hopefully to deflect
foul balls and so forthc ·Another 25 members of the pool
will be on the third base side within easy visual range
of him, and then all the other reporters who \vish to go
will have a section in the left field stands reserved for
them.
Q
These four, will there be camera crews
allowed in that area?

MR. NESSEN:
television?
Q

Isn't the game covered widely by

So the answer is no?

MR. NESSEN: We have not gotten all the details
of the pool worked out.

Q

Is the President going by helicopter?

MR. NESSEN:

No, the President will go by

airplane.

Q

Will the President throw out the ball?

MR. NESSEN: The President will throw out the
first ball about 8:30.
First of all, he will go to a short reception in
the stadium and then at 8:00 he will go down to the
field and meet the players -- that is at 8:00 -- and then
at 8:30 he will throw out the first ball and the game
will begin.
The President was invited to the game last April,
Phil.
MORE
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Q

When

he accept?

di~

MR. NESSEN:

I don't know when exactly he

accepted.

Q
Ron, will he greet the players on the field
or is he going down to the dressing room?
MR. NESSEN: No, he will greet the players right
there beside his box on the field.

Q

Is he going to center the ball?

(Laughter)

MR. NESSEN: He is, but we are keeping the cameras
about 80 feet away so they can't see it.
Q
Moving ahead to Thursday, does the President
plan a Thursday night event?

MR. NESSEN:

I

don~t

know of any Thursday night

event.
Q

You know of none?

Q

You haven't heard anything about going to

Q

What about the dinner for Schmidt?

Baltimore?

MR. NESSEN:

Is Thursday night the dinner for

Schmidt'?
Q

I don't know, Ron.

MR. NESSEN:

Thursday night

.

1S

the dinner for

Schmidt.
Q

Here?

MR. NESSEN:

Q

Yes.

Does he plan to go to Baltimore at any

time?

MR. NESSEN: He has been invited~ as a lot of
people have been invited from the Government to go over
and attend a reception on the ship Friday night, the German
ship that is part of the tall ship fleet. To my knowledge
he has not accepted yet.
I described, I think, incorrectly the other day
the situation concerning the hotel rooms in Kansas City. I
indicated that the White House would not obtain any hotel
rooms for anybody in Kansas City. What I should have made
clear was that it probably was not going to be possible to
get hotel rooms for the people who travel to Kansas City with
the President at the President's hotel, the Crown Center,
but Ray Zook is making an effort to get rooms elsewhere in
Kansas City or the surrounding area for those reporters who
go to Kansas City on the White House charter.
MORE
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Not even for the pool at the President's

hotel?

MR. NESSEN: It is possible, barely possible,
Helen, but we have not worked it all out yet.
Q

Will there be a press room for the i.Vhite

House press?
HR.. NESSEN: Yes. The tvhi te House Press Office
and press briefing room and so forth will be at the Crown
Center.,

Q
MR~

We might be in Topeka?
NESSEN:

If you are lucky.

Q

We would like to try to get as many reporters
in there as possible.
MR. NESSEN:
very hard to do it.

I understand that.

Ray is working

The President today is announcing that he is
nominating Mrs. Margita White to become a member of the
Federal Communications Commission. Margita, as you know,
now serves as Director of the White House Office of Communications, and Assistant Press Secretary to the President.
The President is naming as the new Director of the
White House Office of Communications David R. Gergen, who
currently is a Special Counsel to the President.
The President also is announcing that William
F. Rhatican, who is now a Special Assistant to the
Secretary of the Treasury for Public Affairs, will be the
Deputy Director of the wnite House Office of Communications
and a Special Assistant to the President.
As part of the changes in personnel, the Office of
Communications is being reorganized and strengthened, The
Office of Communications is being assigned several new
duties, and its Director and Deputy Director will have a
substantial degree of independence in their daily activitieso
The office remains an integral part of the White House Press
Office, and I will continue to exercise the oversight
responsibility of the operations.
Among the activities for which the Office of
Corrmunications will be responsible are liaison with editors
anc publishers of newspapers and magazines; assistance in
coordinating the news events at the White House; coordination
o: public affairs officers within the Administration; liaison
with Administration spokesmen; research and preparation of
materials on major public issues; preparation of the
President's news summary; preparation of briefing materials
for the President, and supervision of the President's
television advisor.
We have biographical material on Margita and on
Dave Gergen and Bill Rhatican, which we can pass out after
the briefing.
#531
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Q

~llio

is the President's television advisor?

MR. NESSEN:

Q

#531-7/12

Bob Mead is.

Is he staying on?

MRo NESSEN: He has submitted a letter of resignation and will be leaving at a date to be determined.

Q

Why has he resigned?

MR. NESSEN: He resigned in a personal letter to
the President, and I think probably it would be better to
get his reasons from Bobo
correct?

Q
Are the quotes attributed to you by UP!
You have criticized him and he is leaving partly

MRo NESSEN: I think the internal personnel
workings of the White House, Ralph, probably should remain
private.

Q

Yes, but you are quoted on the record.

MR. NESSEN: I will look into the story and see
what I was quoted as saying.

Q

Bob Mead says it is up to the President to
release the letter.
MR. NESSEN: There is no intention at the White
House to release the letter. It is quite a warm and personal
letter, and there is no plan here to release it.

Q

And the President has accepted his resig-

nation?
MR. NESSEN: It is not really a question of the
President accepting it. Bob's supervisor will accept it,
which is me.

Q

Ron, say that again.

Q

You say the President has no role in this?

Q
Do you mean the President cannot say no?
If he wanted him to stay on, you would overrule him?
MR. NESSEN:

Q

He knew about the letter.

He saw the letter, I presume?

MR. NESSEN:

He saw the letter, that is correct.
MORE
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#531-7/12

And he accepted his resignation?

MR. NESSEN: No, it is not his function to
accept the resignationQ
Q

But he didn't reject it?

HRo NESSEN:

Q

Ron, was he asked to resign?

MR, NESSEN:
Q

He 1::as not, noo

Has he talked with Bob ..

MR. NESSEN:
Q

That is correct.

As far as I know, he has r.ot,

Has he any plans to?

MR. NESSEN:

I have not heard of a plan to, no.

Q
Ron, I think it is a fair question to ask you
if you can confirm the quotes in the story I have called to
your attention.

MR. NESSEN: As I say, Ralph, I think the inner
workings here that have to do with personnel and so forth
Q
I am not asking about "and so forth," I am
asking about quotes attributed to you.

MR. NESSEN:

I

don't know what the quotes were.

Q
You are quoted as criticizing his assistance
of PBS in covering the Queen's dinner the other night.
MR. NESSEN:
Bob and myself.
Q

I

think that really should be between

That is not between you and Bob, it ··is on

the UP! wire.
Q. ,

We are only asking whether that is accurate

or not.

MR. NESSEN:
Q

I don•t know what it saide

Who has a New York Times?

Q
Ron, did the President have no feelings
one way or the other whether Bob should go or stay?

MR. NESSEN:
I told you --

As I say, he saw the letter and as
MORE
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Q
I beg to disagree with you on this inner
workings. You just announced a series of personnel
changes. These people are on the public payroll and it
very much is of interest to the public and I don't think it
is an inner -- that is not tho problem. You have just
announced several changes here yourself.
MR. NESSEN: I am perfectly happy to talk about
them, Helen, but questions concerning the happiness or
unhappiness of people in the White House about the performance
of other people in the White House I don't think --

Q

-- very, very valid in terms of resignation.

Q

Ron, do you want to hear the quotes?

MR~

NESSEN:

Yes.

I don't really, Ed, because I --

Q
"It is no secret that Mead has been under fire
in the White House for the past six months~ I have saved
him several times, but I decided now just to keep hands off."
Is that accurate?
MR. NESSEN: I am not going to go through that
exercise. As Bob says himself on the UPI, he was not
firedo That is absolutely correct, he was not.
He says on the UPI wire, "I was not forced to
resign.," That is true, "I was not forced to resign." He
said, "I resigned for reasons I gave to the President 2 "
and he says, "I
.tendered r11y resignation to the President
in a quiet and personal manner to avoid any public discussion
of it."
"I think I ought to" --

Q

In the absence of you saying anything --

MR. NESSEN: I will abide by Bob's wishes in that
matter.

Q

I just assume
and will continue to use it?
MR. NESSEN:

I

that you are quoted accurately

just don't think I ought to --

Q
Are you going to accept his resignation as of
the date he suggested to the President?
MR. NESSEN: I forget what exactly the date was.
MORE
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HR. NESSEN: I think I ought to have a chance to
talk to Bob first, which I have not done, but I am going to
do later today, and I think it would be fair to him and fair
to us that he and I talk before we discuss it out here~

Q
Ron, the President has indicated since he has
been in the White House -- and certainly since I have known
him -- there is one thing that he will not tolerate, and
that is a bunch of bickering going on within his staff.
I am wondering if he expressed any unhappiness
today with what is obvious, obviously some internal feuding
and bickering'l

MR. NESSEN: I have to disagree with you, Phil,
that there is any obvious internal bickerhing hereo I
think you have to --

Q

We!4 you and I both know that.

MR. NESSEN: I think you have to make a distinction
between a lot of source stories in the press and internal
bickering.

Q

This is not a source story.

You are quoted

by name.
MR. NESSEN:

You are talking about this story?

Q

Yes.

Q

You are standing up there and you dare denying

a quote.
MR. NESSEN:

Q

I haven't denied anything, Phil.

Then you admit that you said it, for goodness

sakes.
MR. NESSEN: I think that Bob Mead has submitted
his resignation, and he has indicated on the UPI that
he wants to do it quietly and in a dignified manner. I
think that I ought to abide by his wishes.
Secondly, I feel it would be only right that I
talk to Bob before I talk at a public briefing.

Q
Apparently you talked to UPI first.
Apparently you talked to him already.
Q

Do you deny you said these things?
MORE
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MR. NESSEN: I am going to talk to Bob Mead first
and I am going to abide by Bob's own wishes that this be done
in a dignified and quiet manner.

Q

He has no objection to the White House releasing

his letter?
MR. NESSEN:

I need to talk to Bob first, Helen.

Q
Also, this expanded Communications Office,
is that in tune with the campaign and is it going t~take on
a political role at all?
MR. NESSEN: I don't knmv t.vhat you mean by a political
role. I read you what the duties will be. Some of.them are
duties that are already there and some are new and expanded
duties.

Q

That is what I mean.

Q
Ron, will some of the neN and ex~nded duties
include the preparation and the writing of the President's
statements that my understanding is have been done up until
now by the speech ¥Triting operation?
MR, NESSEN:

There has been no change in that

authority.

Q

So, UP! is inaccurate when it reports that that
function has been transferred from the Hartmann operation to -MR. NESSEN: The UP! is inaccurate if it says that
Bob Hartmann is being stripped of any power or any authority
at all.

Q

I deliberately didn't use the word "strip."

MR. NESSEN:
Q
from now on?

He is not losing any power t-7hatever.

t-Yho is going to write the President's statements

MR. NESSEN:

That vdll remain exactly where it has

been.

Q

Which is where?

MR. NESSEN: Bob Hartmann has the oversiF,ht over
all Presidential speeches and statements.

Q
Hill Dave be writing any Presidential speeches
or editing or massaging or doing anything in the Presidential
speeches?
MR. NESSEN:

He will not.
MORE
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In the post-Hatergate era t...1hcn the office
was taken over by President Ford, he said that there would
be no political connotations at all.
Q

MR. NESSEN:

Q

That is correct.

NoN what?

MR. NESSEN: Hell, I think you have to take the
President at his t.10rd.
I mean, these ne1-1 and expanded duties have
no political or campaign
Q

"'1R. NESSEN: I read you t.,rhat they Here and I didn't
hear anything in there that sounded political to me.

Q

I didn't hear you deny that politics has a

role in this.

MR. NESSEN:
Q

'lf7ell, Hhat would it be?

Well, pr•omot:ion of the President in the campaign"

MR. NESSEN:

That is not a part of this.

Q
Communicating with the editors and so forth,
expanding the whole -MR. NESSE~l: This office is an office that is decigned 7
and always has been since I have been here and I think Dave
intends to keep it that way, as a service to the press in
helping the press both in Washington and out of Washington
to cover the White House. That is some aspects of the job.
Other aspects such as preparation of the President's news
summary are help for the President, briefin~ material for the
President and so forth. There is nothing overtly political
about this office.

Q

Can we assume, then, that the office was not
doing a good enough job because you talk about expanding it?

MR. NESSEN:
Q

Reaching everybody you wanted reached?

MR. NESSEN:

Q

No, I don't agree Nith that.

No.

Why is it being expanded?

MR. NESSEN: Well, for several reasons. First of all,
Margita White ~1as doing a superb job in there and t..re are going
to miss Margita, but with her departure there was the need
to replace her, obviously. Now, Dave is the replacement and
I am delighted that he has agreed to do it, and the President
is, too.
·
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Phy ~on't you come uo, Dave, and qive vcur views
on this. Dave has certain people Mho nol'k for h5.rn nor,r, and
he is ~oin~ to bring them with him.
Q
I am just curious on r-1hv vou are r:o'·' taking
more tax dollars to expand this office at this time?
M~.

because

NESSEN:
--

I don't think it is more tax dollars,

'tJhat~ver

Q
MR.

Q

You are exnanding it.
~-JESSE!{:

You are

Pa.rdon?
~oing

to have more people, aren't you?

~m.• :·JESSE~l:
T·!ell, whatevP.r extra people are col'!}int:'"
alonp;, they n.lready Hork in the r.Thi te House for Dcwe.

0
~R.

Q

Will they be replaced?
~ESSEN:
~on,

~o,

that office will not be there.

r.1hat are the ner.r duties, expanded duties?

·m. NESSE~l: I think if vou look dor,m that list
you can see "·7hich ones are the ne~,1 ones.
Liaison 1:-1ith editors and publishers of nenspapers
and magazines is an existing duty of that office.
AssistinR and coordination of news events at the
t,Jhite Houc::e, T think you could consider that to he a npr,?
duty.
Coordinatinp- public affairs officers Hithin the
Administration is an existin~ duty althouRh ~1argita frankly
has not had enough people on her staff to do that fully.
Liaison ui th Ar:lrrlinistration snokesmen is a nen
function.
P.esearch and preparation of n'laterials on major
public issues is somethinp; that Dave does nov and so he ~Till
brinp.: that function r.,i th hi_rn, but that t·dll be a ne,,y function.
under the Office of Communication~.
The preparation of the Prec:;ident' s
an existin~ duty.
Preparation of briefing
is already done.
And supervision of the
that is already'done.

~atel'ials

~v

ne~·JS

su:rn..TT!ary is

for the President

advisor is

somethin~

So, three or four neH functions have been added to
the existin~ ones.
#531
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Q
Ron, in your statement you use the words "a
substantial degree·of independence."
MR. NESSEN:

Q

Yes.

In what field, and independence from whom or

what?
HR. NESSEN:

\'Jell, why don r t you explain it, Dave.

GERGEN: I think the point that l,le are trying
to establish is this, that Ron and I \·rill have a close Norking
relationship. I Hill 't'eport to the President through Ron.
My understanding of the office and its dailv ODe't'ations is
that Ron and I will sit dot-m togethe't' and establish some broad
guidelines of what the activities of the office will be and
it will be my responsibility vrith my staff to car't'y those out.
MR.

Ron and I have a close working pe't'sonal 't'elationship,
a close professional relationship, and I think within that
context, as questions arise of whether the office ought to be
doing X, Y or z, clearly I am going to be talking to Ron
about that.

Q
Do you have anyone specializing in television
with background in the field?
~1R. GERGEN:
\vell, as Ron has said, Bob "'tead has
resigned and I think that we are going to want to look around
for a replacement.

Q

Would field experience in the industry influence

you?
HR. GERGEN:

I think t-Ie ought to look at some
candidates fi'I"st and we can establish that. I don't think
it helps particularly.

Q

You have no direct contact

with the President?

~1R. GERGEN:
No, that -vrould be incorrect. I have
some direct contact in various meetings at this time, and
that is going to continue.

Q

But it will be outside of Ron's office?

MR. GERGEN:
conjunction with Ron.

No, it would be in coordination and

Q
What about these things -- in the Nixon
Administration they v1ere called cocktails with Clafvson, small
briefings between the Administration officials and -Q

Cocktails with Gergen.

Q

Gin with Gergen.
MORE
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Peanuts with Gergen.

MRa GERGEN: What I would very much like to do is
to establish a close enough working relationship with a number
of you here and determine t-1hat t-70uld be helpful and if that
is the kind of thing that will be helpful in your t.York, then
we ought to consider it. I have no pre-conceived notion of
what we ought to do in every respect. We are here partly,
as Ron says, to help you and I think I would like to talk to
you and ask you -Q
Do you see any politics in your job in the
coming campaign?

MR. GERGEN: I think to the extent that the White
House and the President is a political organism operating within
a political frame1-7ork, I think you have to say that there is
some politics, everything v1e do here. I don't see it as a
political organization; I see it as an effort to explain and
to communicate to the press and to the American public what
this President is about, what he hopes to do in the future.

Q

Can you take us through the channels through
which a Presidential t-7ritten statement will be now formulated,
approved and issued?
MR. NESSEN: It will be done exactly the way it is
done now. There has been no change in that system.

Q

What is that system?

MR. NESSEN: \>Tell, the origination of. the statement
or the initial drafting of it sort of comes from various offices
within the White House and then the final oversight, of course.,
is in Mr. Hartmann's office.
Q·

Where does Mr. Gergen's office play a part

in this?
l1R. NESSEN: In this particular area right nov-1 there
is no particular role other than the one that we all have,
which is that the NSC or the Domestic Council or the Le~al
Office, Congressional Office, my office, Dave's office will on
occasion originate statements in their area of competence.

Q

You mean he will have no coordination in these
messages or anything?

MR. NESSEN:
Q

At this time, that is not contemplated.

Ron, what are

~~argita'

s qualifications for

the FCC job?
MR. NESSEN: Well, she has been dealing in the field
of communications for quite a long time certainly
five years,
I guess.
MORE
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WHITE:

1

59.

MR. NESSEN:

Fifty-nine years?

MRS.

~>~]RITE:

No, since 1959.

MR. NESSEN:

Oh, since 1959.

And she, I think, knows this field about as well
as anybody, in addition to which she has proved herself to be
an extremely competent and effective administrator.
Q

Who will she replace?

MR. NESSEN:

My understanding is that Charlotte

MRS. tvHITE:

I am to replace Glen Robinson.

Reid has

MR~

NESSEN:

Glen Robinson.

I am sorry.

Q
Ron, I was going to ask that question. Does
the Hhite House expect Margita to be confirmed for Glen
Robinson's seat?
MR. NESSEN:

Absolutely.

Q

Absolutely.

Q

That is a two-year term?

Q

No, a seven-year term.

MR. NESSEN:
Q

~~at

A seven-year term.

about the other vacancy?

MR. NESSEN: We have not announced anybody for
that other seat, have we?
MRS. WHITE:

No.

MR. NESSEN:

We have not.

Q

Is that a full term -- seven years?

MR. NESSEN:

Q

Yes.

Is that a partisan seat?

MRS. t.JHITE:

Are there Republicans?

Four Republicans and three Democrats.

Q
Ron, the expectation then was that ~1rs. Tll]hi te
would get the two-year term of Charlotte Reid and Joe Fogarty,
Counsel to the Senate Communications Subcommittee, Hho is a
close aide and personal friend of Senator Pastore, and would
get the seven-year term. Now, it is being announced that
Margita is getting the seven-year term -- a Democratic seat,
I might add. Glen Robinson is a Democrat. There is no appointment at all for a Democrat. And you expect her to be confirmed
absolutely?

MORE
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MR. NESSEN: Nell, you are more of an expert
obviously than I am, but I know the President chose her because
he thought she was the best qualified and he nominated her
today with the full expectation that Congress will hold
the hearings and confirm Margita quickly.

Q
Do you have any idea when there will be anothe::>
appointment made?
MR. NESSEN:

I dontt.

Q
Is she nominated specifically for the seven-year
term? Are those nominations separate and divorced? If you
were to go up for the two-year term, it ~.1ould have to be resubmitted, is that correct?
MRS. WHITE:

I don't know.

MR. NESSEN: I don 1 t know all the details on that,
but I will get it from Doug Bennett for you.

Q
~on, did the President sound out anyone on the
Hill before appointing M&~gita?
MR. NESSEN:

I don't know what steps go into --

Q
There seem to be some rumblings about the
possibility of her confirmation.
MR. NESSEN: I have not heard of any rumblings
and, as I said, the President chose Mar~ita because he
considers her to be superbly qualified for the job and expects
Congress to hold the hearings and confirm her so that the
Commission can operate with its full compleMent of Commission~rs ,,

Q
Has the President discussed the appointment.
with Senator Pastore, Ron?
HR. NESSEN:

I don't know that, John.

I ~<rant to mention to you the note that i-7as handed
to me was that the President this morning phoned Phillip
Krumm, who is the President of the u.s. Olympic Committee.
They talked for about seven or eight minutes and the President
made a couple of points.
First of all, he considers the latest decision
of the International Olympic Committee's Executive Committee
to be a bad decision and thinks it sets a very bad precedent
if it is upheld.

Q

What is that decision?

MR. NESSEN: Well, my understanding of the decision,
John, is that they went along more or less ~d th the current
Canadian Government position on the partictpation of Tahran,
but I would not like to have me paraphrased as the exper·t
on that. You ought to look i.t up.
#531
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The President told Kr~mm that he deplored the
injection of politics into Olympic athletic competition.
The President pointed out that ~.vhereas the Olympics originally
wereconceived of as a game in competition among individual
athletes that they are becoming more and more v.rhat is seen
as a competition amon~ nations.
The primary purpose of the call was to ask Mr.
Krumm to keep him fully posted on developments relating to this
controversy as they unfold~ He called, as I say, to get a firsthand report and to encourage Hr. Krumm to use his influence in
the IOC to have this decision reversed.
Q
Did the President recommend the Hithdratval of
the United States team from the competition if it does not
reverse the decision?

MR. NESSEN: At this point, John, there are ebout
five or six days remaining and the President hopes and really
expects that this controversy will be resolved in a way that
lets the athletes compete without relation to the politics
among their countries.
\-Jould this be an option, though?
considering this as an option?
Q

tvas he seriously

MR. NESSEN: I just think, Phil, as I said the
other day when I was asked about that, that it is too soon
to progress to questions like that when the President hopes
and expects the controversy to be resolved.
Q

Where

MR. NESSEN:

t~as

l1r. Krum.m when he Has called?

He was in Montreal.

Q
When you say "hopes and expects that the athletes
compete," he means including the athletes from Tah1an?
MR. NESSEN:

That is correct.

Q
Is it his position that they should be allowed
to compete as the Republic
of China?
MR. NESSEN: I don't think the President ought to
take a position in the controversy other than to say that he
thinks that athletes should be allowed to compete freely
without reference to the political differences among their
countries.

Q
Does the President have the power to withdraw
the American athletes from participating?
I

~1R. NESSEN:
I don't want to get drat.;rn into that.
mean, the background on the matter is that --
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Q

Statutorily, does

h~

or doesn't he?

MR. NESSEN: No. The U.S. Olympic Committee is
a private organization. Again, I don't want to get dratm
into what his position t.vould be dot-rn the line.
Q

Obviously, he is for Taiwan --

MR. NESSEN:
Q

Competing.

-- competing under the flag of the Republic

of China.
MR. NESSEN: Well, I don't know that he has spelled
out specifically how or under Hhat terms he thinks they should
compete.
Q
Has he changed his view since Saturday? That
speech in Plattsburghcertainly was not to send off individual
athletes to win for themselves; it was to go out and bring
home the gold for the u.s. of A. Now you are saying he
believes the Olympics are for individual athletes.
MR. NESSEN: As I said, the foundation of Olympics
competition is that it is competition among individuals.
Q
Ron, has he expressed his views indirectly or
directly to Trudeau in any way?
MR. NESSEN:

He has not, Phil.

Q
Has he done this for a special reason, not
communicated with Trudeau for a special reason? I mean, does
the President want to keep the pressure off Trudeau until
the decision has been resolved one way or another?
MR. NESSEN: Well, I would say that the President
expects it to be resolved before the Games open.
Well, does that mean that the decision they
made -- he expects a reversal on that?
Q

MR. NESSEN: I said I think that he asked Krumm
to use his influence to have the decision reversed.
Q
Quite clearly, the President has not ruled
out his moving against American participation in the Games under
certain conditions?
MR. NESSEN: Well, I just think that there, Dick,
you are assuming that it Non't be resolved. The President is
assuming that it will be resolved in a t.Yay that all the
athletes can compete without letting politics interfere.
MORE
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Q
:Ron, the indications fromHontr>eal have been
that it has been resolved -- the Taiwanese are out, the situation
is the IOC and the Canadian Government are now in agreement,
the International Olympic Committee
MR .. NESSEN: \•Jell, it was the Executive Committeeo
You know, there are a number of other steps. I guess
negotiations are still going on and they are still continuing
to try to resolve the matter.

Q
If the President feels so ada~ant about this,
tvhy does he not come down harder? Hhy all this diplomatic stuff?
Why not come down and give his own proposal?
MR. NESSEN: The President has, I thought, made
clear his proposal, Phil, which is that athletes ought to be
allowed to compete without having their competition prevented
or interfered with by political considerations.
Q
He is talking to the already converted. The.
IOC agreed with this policy before. The guy he should be
talking t-7i th is Trudeau.

MR. NESSEN: The negotiations are bebveen the
International Olympic Committee, t-~hich is a private crganization~
and the Government of Canada, and at the moment the President
is putting his faith in that set of negotiations to resolve
the matter.

Q

Does the President believe that American athletes
can participate without competition from the Taiwanese athletes?
MR. NESSEN: Dick, I am not going to go that far
down the road because the President expects it to be resolved
in a way that will let the athletes --

Q
Let's go this far. Did the President ask
Phillip Krumm that we, in any way--any kind of a threat to
withdraw if it was not resolved?
MR. NESSEN:
conversation, Helen.

I don't think that matter came up in the

Q
What steps is he talking about where Krumm can
intervene, steps still to be resolved between the roc and
MR. NESSEN: Well, the decision so far is a decision
of the.Executive Committee. The full roc has not voted on it.

Q

Ron, has the President had any contact with the
Canadian Government at any level?

MR. NESSEN:

Q

We better check.

Ron, you said he asked Krumm to use his influence

to --

MR. NESSEN:

To get the decision reversed.
HORE
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Q

What specifically did he ask him to do?

MR. NESSEN:

To use his influence to get the decision

reversed.

Q

In what way?

MR. NESSEN:
(Laughter)

Q

That is up to

Kru~~.

We bought that Olympics and we paid for them.

Q

Ron, has the President indicated he would look
with favor to moving the Games to Mexico City?
MR. NESSEN: Russ, as I say, the negotiations are goin.:s
on and the President expects them to be resolved in a way that
will allow the Games to go on with all the athletes competing.

Q
In asking Krumm to use his influence, did the
President indicate to him that Krumm, in negotiating with the IOC~
could indicate to them that if this thing were not resolved
satisfactorily they might expect one type of statement or anothe:>
from the President?
MR. NESSEN: No. As I told Helen, that matter
didn't come up in the conversation.
Those of you who want to take photos with the
Colonial Congregations' Rabbis should go around to the outside
of the Briefing Room and Thym will take you in for the photo
in the Oval Officeo

Q
You say two

Can you respell that name -- Phillip Krumm?
L's?

MR. NESSEN:

Q

Yes.

P-h-i-1-1-i-p

K-r-u-m-m.

Middle initial?

MR. NESSEN:

I don't have a middle initial.

We will check on the middle initial.

Q
Do you know if Mrs. Anna Chennault, one of the
influencing members of the Republican National Committee, has
conveyed her opinions on this issue to the White House?
MR. NESSEN:

As far as I know, she has not.

Q
Ron, if that line of questioning is over, I would
like to get back to the Gergen matter, one question. Shortly
after the President came into office -- I don't quite remember
if you were Press Secretary yet -- there was some emphasis
that was announced that that was not going to be an
independent shop any longer. At that time, the Ken Clawson shop
was perhaps .in some disfavor in the eyes of the·public. I
wonder what has happened to make you change your mind and go
back to an operation that was similar to the operation at
that time?
MORE
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MR. NESSEN: There is nothing about this operation
that is going to resemble some of the aspects that you point
out, and if you say go back to some independent operation,
as the statement made clear, the Office of Communications
stc:.ys where it is, -v1hich is in 'the Press Office.

Q
But, it has not been before, as I understand
it. It is re-created; there is no question about that, is
there?
MR.

Q

NESSEN:

There was no Director of Communications yester>day"

MRo NESSEN:

Q
Press

t-Jhat da you mean by re-created?

Yes.

She was an Assistant Press

Secretary~

MR. NESSEN: Director of Comme.nications and Assistar:t
tc the President.

Secreta~y

Q

She carried that title?

MR. NESSEN:

Yes.

Q
Ron, can you give us any guidance on when the
President is going to announce this reduction in Federal
paperwork?
MR. NESSEN:
MR. CARLSON:

How is that coming along?
Soon.

MR. NESSEN: He intends to announce it, though"
I don't have the exact timing on it.
Q
One other thing. There is a report that America:1
war ships were heading toward Mombasa, Kenya, because of
te~sion in Kenya.

MR. NESSEN: Well, I understand that the Defense
Department has talked about that and why the ships are in that
area.

Q
Ron, what are the President's plans regarding
the public works appropriations bill?
MR. NESSEN: The public works appropriations bill -didn't he veto that last week?

Q

No.

MR. NESSEN: There are a number of bills here that
are pending a decision, Russ, with various deadlines.
MORE
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He is running out of time on this public

works bill.
MR. NESSEN: We are going to announce the decisions
just as soon as they are made, but he will make the deadline
in each case.

Q

Do you anticipate an announcement this afternoon?

:t-1R. NESSEN:
We may have some t.vord on some of the
legisla·tion this afternoon.

THE PRESS:

Thank you, Ron.

END

(AT 12:17 P.M.

EDT)
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AT THE WHITE HOUSE
WITH RON NESSEN
AT 12:00 NOON EDT
JULY 13, 1976
TUESDAY
MR. NESSEN: Let me give you some details on the
trip today. The press check-in at Andrews is 5:00. The
press plane leaves at 5:30 and arrives at Philadelphia
International Airport at 6:15. The President will take off
by helicopter from the South Lawn at 5:55, depart Andrews
at 6:15 and arrive at Philadelphia International Airport
at 6:45.
The plan is to go directly to the stadium and
participate in a brief reception, which will include
representatives of each of the Major League baseball teams.
The President then will visit the locker rooms of the
American and National League All-Stars and then will throw
out the first ball to the opposing catchers at about 8:30.
The President will take a number of guests with
him to the game. They w~ll meet briefly in the Oval Office
and then go by helicopter to Andrews and then on to
Philadelphia.
They are Ernie Banks, the former baseball player,
and Joe Garagiola, the former baseball player.

Q

Is he also taking some sportswriters?

MR. NESSEN: At the stadium the President is going
to have other people with him in the box, including the
baseball Commissioner, Bowie Kuhn; Warren Giles, the
President of the National League; Joe Cronin, the President
of the American League, Hank Aaron; Mrs. Julius Stevens and
her son, who are Babe Ruth's daughter and grandson--our
advance people don't have their names--Roone Arledge of
ABC; Governor and Mrs. Byrne of New Jersey, and several
sportswriters, whose names I can't give you at the moment.
The President will throw out the first two balls,
as you know, and he will be handed the balls by Bob Lemon
and by Robin Roberts, former baseball players who are the
most recent inductees in the Baseball Hall of Fame. The
one pitch will go to Johnny Bench, who is the catcher for
the National League All-Star team, and the other to Thurman
Munson, who is the catcher for the American League team.
HORE
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I think you know that tomorrow is the President's
63rd birthday. As part of this, he is having his semiannual routine physical examination in the White House
Medical Office at 8:00 in the morning. I think you know
that the way this works is that the President has the
full physical once a year, in January, and then the halfyearly shorter examination on his birthday in July.
That is tomorrow morning at 9:00. It is
expected to take 30 or 40 minutes. It consists of an EKG,
laboratory tests and the physical examination portion. Dr.
Luka~h will conduct it, and I expect by briefing time we
will be able to give you a report on it.
Q
front.

Can we have that today?

MR. NESSEN:
(Laughter)

(Laughter)

It is a kidding dav on the briefing

On Friday night the President will go to Baltimore
to attend a reception given by Chancellor and Mrs. Schmidt
aboard the German tall ship Gorch Fock. The President will
go there by helicopter, leaving the South Lawn at about
6:00, and will be back shortly after 8:00.
The press will go by bus, with the buses departing
the Southwest Gate at about 4:00.
Q

Will there be a pool at all on the chopper?

MR. NESSEN:
Q

Yes.

Aboard ship?

MR. NESSEN: \.ITe will have a sign-up sheet posted
following this briefing. The coverage plans are that there
will be an expanded pool, which will be actually aboard the
ship, and for anybody else who wants to go, it is going to
be dockside coverage, which is open coverage but on the dock.
I think we will be able to get a few seats,
probably something like the Charlottesville plan, for going
on the helicopter with the President.

Q
Ron, do you anticipate there will be toasts
at that dinner?
MR. NESSEN:

Q

No, it is a reception.

He is not having remarks at all, then?

MR. NESSEN: Thursday night is the State dinner
for Chancellor Schmidt. This is Friday night.
MORE
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Q

Schmidt is not entertaining him at dinner
aboard the ship?

Q

Is this a reciprocal?

MR. NESSEN: It is possible that there could
be some brief remarks there.

Q

How long will he be there?

MR. NESSEN: He leaves the South Lawn at about
6:00 and gets back a little after 8:00, so he will be gone
about two hours altogether, so probably an hour on the
ship.

Q
him.

Is Schmidt going on the helicopter?

MR. NESSEN: No, Schmidt will be there to greet
I have not got the exact plans yet.

Q

What is he doing tomorrow night on his

birthday?
MR. NESSEN:

There are no plans to announce

right now.

Q

Is he going to be here in the Residence?

MR. NESSEN:

As far as I know, he will be.

Q

Watching television?

Q

How about entertainment or some kind of

party?
MR. NESSEN:

I don't have any plans for tomorrow.

Q
Ron, you said at one time this President
was one of the most athletic in recent times. Did he ever
play baseball?
MR. NESSEN:

Q

He watches baseball.

When was the last time he went to a game?

MR. NESSEN: He threw out the opening ball in
April in Texas, so that would have been about two and a half
months ago was the last time he was at a baseball gameo Of
course, he threw out the ball at the opening of the season in
1974 and saw Hank Aaron hit the 714th homerun at that game.
That was in Cincinnati. Then, it seems to me, he we~t to
another game after that, before the opening of the season,
down in Texas this year.
MORE
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Q

Do

you know if he played in high school,

Ron?
MR. NESSEN: I don't know whether he played any
baseball or not. I have not heard him say that he played
baseballe

Q
Did he watch the Democratic Convention
last night on television?
MR. NESSEN: What he did was, when he went up to
the Residence,,he turned on the TV-- as he often does
and kept the sound down low while he did about an hour and
a half's worth of paperwork. That is what he normally does
each night, is to turn on the TV and look at it if it
interests him and also go through his paperwork. That. is
what he did, and he said that really he concentrated mostly
on the paperwork.

Q

Did he hear the keynote addresses?

MR. NESSEN: He didn't really turn up the sound.

Q

You don't have any reaction to the keynote
address then from the President?
MR. NESSEN:

No.

Q

So, based on your statement of what his style
is, he found nothing last night that interested him?
MR. NESSEN:

Q

The same way with Nixon.

MR. NESSEN:

Q

That is correct.
(Laughter)

Now there is an honest man.

What else is new?

MR. NESSEN:

Not much.

What's new with you, Rudy?

(Laughter)
I don't have anything else.

Q
What is he going to say this afternoon to
these foreign exchange students?
MR. NESSEN:

I haven't looked at the text of that,

John.

Q
Will that be on schedule so we can
cover it and get to Andrews?
MR. NESSEN:
on schedule.

3:15 -- Yes, I think he will do that

MORE
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vJhat about Saturday's schedule?

MR. NESSEN: Saturday's schedule -- I have not
the exact arrangements yet, but it is going to be an
awfully early departure.

~otten

Q

Approximately what?

MR. NESSEN:
Q

Leaving 5:30?

MRo NESSEN~
for a breakfast.

Q

5:30 or 6:00 a.m.

Yes, because he is going up there

Do you mean 4:30 for us?

MR. NESSEN: No, no, I am saying press departure
about 5:30 or 6:00. The President will probably leave
about a quarter to 7:00, go to breakfast and some other
events connected with the convention in Hartford, and
then will be back shortly after the beginning of the day.
Q

Who is he going to breakfast with?

MR. NESSEN:
Q

I have not got the exact details.

Sounds like fun.

MR. NESSEN:

Doesn't it?

Q
Can we go to the Officer's Club and get drunk
in Salem? (Laughter)
MR. NESSEN:
have any problems.

It is all right with me.
MORE
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Q
Ron, may I have yo1.1r reaction here to the
Philippines establishing diplomatic relations with Vietnam
and Thailand, as reported?

MR. NESSEN:
establishment.

I don't have any comment on the

Q
In that connection, then, has the Administration
satisfied itself yet that any steps are being taken on the MIAs
that would encourage normalization relations between the u.s.
and Vietnam?
MR. NESSEN: I think you know that there has been
some communication back and forth but no progress to report.

Q

Anything to report on the IOC?

MR. NESSEN: Well, I would only say this, John:
My understanding is that the IOC is meeting this afternoon
at 2 o'clock to consider the Executive Committee decision
of yesterday. I would say that the American position or the
White House position is that politics have no place in the
Olympic Games; that we believe the Olympics are a sporting
event; that the participants in the Games should be determined
by the International Olympic Committee.
The role of the host country is solely to provide
facilities for the Games and the host country should not
stipulate political or other considerations for participation
in the Games.

Q
Has the President relayed this feeling to
Trudeau or anyone else in the Canadian Government?
MRo NESSEN: There has not been any direct contact
with the Canadian Government.
Q
Ron, based on this attitude at the l~hite House,
it seemed to me that the President is at this point -- if
it continues -- of the attitude to recommend that the u.s.
team not participate.

MR. NESSEN: Phil, I just don't want to project
that far ahead. The IOC is meeting today. The President
still hopes that this will be resolved in a way that athletes
can compete freely without their participation being determined
on political grounds.
Ron, does the President have any reply to the
Q
charge by the External Affairs Minister of Canada that the
President has engaged in political interference because of
your comments yesterday?
MR. NESSEN:
response to that, no.
Q
M~.

The President does not have any

Do you have anv?
NESSEN:

No.
MORE
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Q
You say there has been no direct contact with
the Canadian Government?
MR. NESSEN:

Q

Any indirect contact?

MR. NESSEN:

Q

Yes.

No.

You were using that phrase to rule out any

contact?
MR. NESSEN:

Yes.

Q
In other words, your only way of letting Trudeau
know how the President feels is through the media and through
the American Olympic Team?
MR. NESSEN: Well, there certainly has been no
direct communication with the Canadian Government in thiso
Q
Has the President suggested or has the Preside11t
discussed any of this matter of Taiwan and Montreal with his
Commission Study on the Status of Amateur Sports in the
United States?

MR. NESSEN: Let's see. Mike Harrigan, I believe,
is the head of that committee. Mike Harrigan has participated
in meetings at which this matter was discussed.

Q

This week?

MR. NESSEN:
last week, yes.

This week and the latter part of

Q
Ron, Krumm will be in attendance at the IOC
meeting this afternoon.

MR. NESSEN:

That is correct, yes.

Q
Will he deliver to the IOC the statement you
just delivered to us?

MRc NESSEN: I don't know whether he will deliver
the exact statement. The United States Olympic Committee is
a private organization unconnected with the Government. I
just recall to you the President's phone call to Krumm yesterday
in which he urged Krumm to use his influence to have the
Executive Committee decision overturned. So, Krumm will have
to make his own presentation. He is not under any sort of
Government control, but he certainly knows how the Presiden~
feels based on the phone conversation.
Q
I gather he shares the President's feeling
on this subject.

MORE
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MR. NESSEN: Hell, I can't speak for Krumm. I
don't know. You will have to wait and see what he does at
that meeting today.

Q
Ron, on another subject, in the Post today
there is a story here on Bob Mead and it reports you as
having said that you saved Mead several times and Mead says:
"I don't know what he is talking about. I would like for
him to say on the record when he saved me and why he was unhappy."
I tvonder if you would respond to that.
MR. NESSEN: Phil, I think if you were here yesterday
you know that I called attention to Bob Mead's public remarks
that he wanted his resignation to be handled in a quiet
and personal manner and I respect his wishes and I told him
that on the phone yesterday and I intend to conduct this in
the same manner that Bob has, which is to do it in a quiet and
personal manner.

Q
Well, he is quoted here as saying that he wants
you to say publicly Nhere you saved him.
MR. NESSEN: Well, Bob and I have talked and I
think that is the way to handle this matter.

Q

How long is he going to stay?

NESSEN: He will stay for
date of his resignation.
~1R.

Q

days beyond the

Why?

MR. NESSEN:

Q

30

That is the normal way of doing it.

When will he leave, then?

MR. NESSEN: August 8. His resignation was dated
July 8, so his depa!'ture lvill be August 8.

Q

Ron, along that line--if this has been asked

earliei'--

MR. NESSEN: He will probably take some vacation
time du!'ing that period.
·Q
Has the Senate Interstate Commerce Committee
given any assurance that Margi ta '•7hi te' s nomination t-Till be
in fact taken up?

MR. NESSEN: I don't know about that, Bob.
have to look into that.

I will

Q
Ron, was the timing of the GOP Convention an
influence in Bob's departu!'e?
MORE
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MR. NESSEN: You have to ask I3ot, because he
submitted his resignation last week and I don't know what his
considerations were in submitting it.
Q
He indicated he would be willing to stay on
until August 31 after the Convention, but this suggests that
the White House does not want his services during the
Convention.

MR. NESSEN: Well, this is a fairly normal manner
in which to handle resignations -- 30 days of service beyond
the date of the resignation.

Q
Ron, you are probably aware that the Public
Broadcasting Service telephoned Bob yesterday and offered to
send a letter to the President indicating that they would take
the entire blame for the broadcast, the telecast of the
Queen's dinner. I am wondering if you have apologized
personally to Bob for the letter which you sent?
MR. NESSEN: Phil, as I say, I am going to accede
to Bob's wishes and handle this matter in the quiet and
personal way that he, himself, has asked for.
Q
Ron, you know, I saw a whole weekend of
quotes. It is a little late to be handling it in a quiet
and personal way. I mean, hasn't that boat sort of left the
dock?
MR. NESSEN: I don't know, Aldo. I know I am going
to respect Bob's wishes and do it this way.
Q

Starting yesterday?

Q
Then, it is fair to say that you do retract
your weekend statements where you said that you had saved
him for six months?

MR. NESSEN: I am not entirely clear of what your
goal in this is, Phil.
Q

My goal is to find out the truth.

MR. NESSEN: Well, my goal is to accede to Bob's
wishes that his resignation, for whatever reasons, be handled
in a quiet and personal way, and I intend to do that, as I
said yesterday and today.

Q
Why didn't you accede to his wishes over the
weekend when you were making comments about what a terrible
job he had done?
MR. NESSEN:

I don't know that I said that to anybody,

Fred.
Q

I certainly saw it quoted by UPI.

NESSEN: Well, I would like to be responsible
for my own remarks and
M~.
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Q

Were you misquoted on that?

MR. NESSEN: I am going
suggests. It is a man's life and
has a right to have it treated in
personal way. I am going to live

Q

to handle this the way Bob
career and I think that Bob
a, as I say, quiet and
up to that --

It most certainly is

MR. NESSEN:

-- as I told Bob on the phone yesterday.

Q
It most certainly is his career, and you were
quoted over the weekend as saying that you saved him for six
months, that a lot of people wanted to fire him and that you
personally saved him -- this time you decided to step aside.
Our question has nothin~ to do but with, are you
admitting that you made those statements?
MR. NESSEN: Phil, as I said, Bob yesterday asked
that this be handled in a quiet and personal manner. I
told Bob on the phone that I was going to handle it in a quiet
and personal manner,and I am going to.

Q

Do you regret that you made those weekend

statements?
MR. NESSEN: I am going to handle Bob's resignation
in a quiet and personal manner, as Bob suggested, and as I told
him I would.

Q

So, you are stonewalling my question.

MR. NESSEN: I told Bob on the phone yesterday that
I was going to handle his resignation in a quiet and personal
manner, as he suggested, and I intend to keep my promise to
Bob.

Q

Do you regret you made those statements over

the weekend?
MR. NESSEN: Phil, I can repeat my position on this
for quite a long time, but I think we are probably not going
to get very far doing it.

Q
Your position is untenable unless you make a
statement that you wish you had not made those remarks over
the weekend, or whether or not it is true or not you would
like to wipe the board clean. I mean, you can't handle this
in a quiet and personal manner.
MR. NESSEN: I can handle it the way Bob and I
agreed it would be handled, which is in a quiet and personal
way, as Bob requested, and I intend to do it that way.

Q
The previous comments stand, though, unless
you retract them.
MORE
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MR. NESSEN: Well, I don't know what previous
comments you are talking about, John. I am going to handle it
the way Bob and I have agreed to handle it.

Q
When did he ask you to handle this in a quiet
and personal way?
MR. NESSEN: Well, as you know, yesterday we talked
about that appearing on the UPI wire and I later talked to
Bob during the day and I said that is the way I preferred
to handle it also, and so we agreed --

Q
Why can't you show courtesy to the man and
answer our question of whether or not you made those statements
and you stand by them or, number two, you made them and you
regret that you made them? Now, one of those two things is
a courtesy to Bob Mead.
MR. NESSEN: Phil, Bob yesterday asked that his
resignation be handled in a quiet and personal manner. I
talked to Bob on the phone yesterday and I said, "I agree with
you and that is ~that I intend to do," and that is what I do
intend to do,

Q
You don't consider this a hit-and-run tactic
on a man's career?
MR. NESSEN:

Q

I don't, Phil.

That was a serious question.

MR. NESSEN: I know it was a serious question, and
my answer was a serious no,
THE PRESS:

Thank you, Ron.

END
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